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Spectrum of venous disease

Patterns of superficial reflux Superficial + deep reflux Superficial + deep obstruction



Aim to reduce venous hypertension

Chronic venous hypertension

Superficial 

venous reflux
Deep venous 

occlusion

Deep venous 

reflux

ObesityStiff ankle

DependencyImmobility

The same anatomical occlusive disease, may have 

dramatically varying significance in different patients



44 year old male 

No symptoms

Minimal leg swelling

26 year old female

Severe left leg venous claudication



Why not just treat the superficial reflux?

Patient will be no better

Patient will be worse

Risk of DVT



Why not just treat the superficial reflux?

Saphenectomy in 51 limbs without 

and 64 limbs with deep obstruction

Similar improvements in function / 

outcome in both groups



Why not just treat the superficial reflux?

Saphenous RFA in 29 patients with 

previous DVT / obstruction

Outcomes no worse in patients 

with previous DVT



Clinical picture

Risk factors for PTS

Venous claudication

Disproportionate signs

Venous duplex imaging

Loss of normal phasicity

Post-thrombotic scarring in CFV

Cephalad flow in groin tributaries

44 year old male

Previous DVT

C4b disease

Improved with compression



44 year old male

Previous DVT

C4b disease

Improved with compression

Venous hypertension 

Factors

Superficial 

reflux



Clinical assessment: is there significant disease to warrant 

treatment? Indications of pathology



Clinical assessment: is there significant disease to warrant 

treatment? Indications of pathology

Colour duplex assessment

No suggestion of significant 

proximal occlusive disease

Suspicion of significant 

proximal occlusive disease

MRV +/- venogram

Proceed with stenting

Treat superficial reflux

Compression therapy



Haemodynamic assessment



Conclusions

Rodin

“The thinker”

Significant iliac venous occlusive disease 
should probably be treated first

Ablation of superficial reflux is probably 
safe in most patients 

(remember VTE prophylaxis)

Each decision has to be made on a case by case 
basis (clinical assessment + additional tests)


